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Abstract
Molecular adsorption on oxide surfaces is gaining increasing interest both experimentally
and theoretically. Adsorption studies on model systems, where well ordered thin oxide films grown
on a metal substrate to avoid sample charging in connection with electron spectroscopic measurements, were used, are reported. Two oxide systems are compared: (i) a reactive transition metal
oxide surface of Cr,O, ( 111) where it is shown that the surface contains Cr’+ ions which trigger
its reactivity; (ii) a non-reactive simple metal oxide surface of y-Al,Oa ( 111) which is used as a
support model surface. The adsorption of various molecules on both surfaces has been examined,
and how the properties of the surface are modified when metals are deposited on the oxide surface
have been studied. The results of alkali metal deposits on CrsO,( 111) and Pt deposits on yAl,Oa (111) are presented. The applied methods include LEED, STM, TPD, ARUPS, ELS, XPS,
HREELS and ISS.
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Introduction
In catalysis oxides are commonly used either as support materials or often
as catalytically active components. In spite of the great technological importance of these systems, systematic surface science studies are rather rare in
this field, while adsorption studies on oxide powders are well documented [ 11.
The adsorption studies have provided empirical information, but often a model
for the microscopic processes in these systems is missing. However, in order to
derive a systematic understanding of the elementary processes involved in
chemical processes at oxide surfaces, microscopic models are strongly needed.
A first approach to this goal is the study of adsorption on well defined oxide
single crystal surfaces under UHV conditions applying surface science meth*Corresponding
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odology. Such studies should provide information on the geometric and electronic structure of the adsorbate and on the adsorbate/substrate interaction.
One problem in applying surface science methods is the limited conductivity
of many oxides which hinders the use of electron spectroscopic methods. A way
to overcome this problem is the use of thin, single crystal, oxide films which
are grown by oxidation on top of metallic substrates. Such films do not tend to
charge if they are not too thick.
Reviews of data for clean and adsorbate covered oxide single crystal surfaces have for instance been published by Henrich [ 2 ] and Heiland and Ltith
[ 3 1. The best characterized systems are probably ZnO [ 4-121 and TiOz [ 13181, where data are even available for adsorbates on cleaned surfaces of these
oxides. For benzene on ZnO (lOi0)
an ordered structure could be observed [ 121.
Less data are available for adsorbates on NiO (100) [ 19-261.
In the present review we discuss the adsorption properties of a reactive
oxide surface, namely CrzO, (111) [ 27-301, and, in comparison, a typical support oxide surface, namely y-A1z03(111) [31,32]. At the end we show how the
adsorption behaviour can be modified by metal deposits on to the oxide surface.

Experimental
The experiments have been performed in various UHV-systems, equipped
with facilities for LEED/AES, HREELS, ARUPS, XPS, NEXAFS, TPD, ISS
and STM [ 27-321. The oxide films have been prepared via oxidation of single
crystal metal, and single crystal ahoy surfaces, respectively.
A Cr (110) single crystal surface was cleaned by prolonged sputtering with
Ne ions at elevated temperature. It was oxidized by annealing the sample to
T=500 K in an atmosphere of 10m6mbar oxygen for 3 min. After this treatment, the sample was annealed to T=lOOO K to remove excess oxygen from
the surface. Gases have been adsorbed from the gas phase at a sample temperature of T= 100 K.
A well ordered A1z03(111) surface may be prepared by exposing a well
ordered, cleaned NiAl(ll0) surface to an oxygen atmosphere. NiAl(110) was
oxidized after sputter-aneal cycles by heating to 1100 K in an oxygen atmosphere of 10d7 mbar with subsequent annealing to 1300 K.

Results and discussion

Crz0,(111)surface[27-301
In Fig. la a LEED pattern of a clean CrpOs(111) oxide film expitaxiahy
grown on Cr (110) is shown. The spots are arranged hexagonally as expected
for this oxide surface [ 33-341. They are somewhat broader than the spots usually observed for clean and well ordered metal single crystal surfaces indicating
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Fig. 1. (a) LEED pattern of a Crz03( 111) surface prepared under UHV conditions on a Cr(ll0)
surface. (b ) Schematic Cr20, ( 111) surface exhibiting patches with oxygen termination and Cr
termination.

the presence of an appreciable number of defects in the layer. However, the
presence of well developed spots of higher order clearly reveals that there must
be long range order within the film. As indicated by XPS the thickness of the
oxide layer is about 50 A and so no spots of the Cr( 110) substrate are visible
in the LEED pattern of the oxide film [ 28].
Assuming that the arrangement of atoms at the surface is the same as in
the bulk, two different surface terminations of the oxide may exist, i.e., an
oxygen terminated surface and a chromium terminated surface. The atomic
arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. lb. The small spheres indicate Cr
ions, the large spheres 0 ions. The picture suggests that Cr- and O-termination
coexist as adjacent terraces on the surface. Such a model is consistent with ISS
spectra [ 291 taken for the flashed Cr203 (111) surface shown in Fig. 2. Ion
scattering spectroscopy (ISS ) is very surface sensitive so that the relative in-
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Fig. 2. ISS spectrum of a clean, freshly flashed Cr,Os( 111) surface, compared to an oxygen dosed
surface.

tensities reflect the atomic surface composition. Since the oxide film was grown
on the clean Cr (110)surface we can use the ISS signal of the clean surface to
calibrate the spectra of the oxide surface [ 351. From such a procedure we have
estimated that about half of the surface is covered with Cr-terminated and the
other half with oxygen-terminated patches. Adsorption of oxygen on to the
flashed Crz03(111) surface leads to attenuation of the Cr feature in the ISS
spectrum as plotted in Fig. 2 caused most probably by adsorption onto the Crterminated patches. We shall come back to discuss the nature of the O,/
Cr203 (111)interaction below.
A question which now arises is whether the constituent ions in the surface
are in the same electronic state as in the bulk. There are several ways to solve
this questions. XPS may be used [28] but it was shown that the clearest evidence was revealed by electron energy loss spectra in the regime of electronic
excitations [ 27-291.
In Fig. 3 a set of EEL spectra, taken with a primary electron energy of
Ep= 100 eV is shown. The spectrum at the bottom is that of a clean, freshly
flashed oxide surface. Upon adsorption of O2 a strong loss peak develops at
about 9 eV. Similar losses are observed upon COP and NO, adsorption. Losses
in this energetic range are attributed to oxygen-chromium charge-transfer excitations [ 361. Since COz, NOz, and O2 react with the surface we interpret this
loss to be characteristic for surface chromium-oxygen bonds. For CO, adsorption the situation is somewhat different compared with O2 and NOz, in that
CO, reacts to form carbonate. This difference is also documented in the different peak shape of the loss at about 9 eV. CO and NO on the other hand
adsorb without any signs of dissociation or reaction. Accordingly, the strong
loss at 9 eV is not observed. Another interesting feature in these spectra is the
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Fig. 3. Electronic spectra as measured by electron energy loss spectroscopy of clean and adsorbate
covered Cr,O, ( 111) surfaces.

behaviour of the sharp loss at about 1.2 eV. It is only visible if the strong loss
at 9 eV is not visible. In this energy region the d-d excitations of the chromium
ions are situated and the sensitivity of this state towards dissociative adsorption suggests that it might be a chromium surface state. Since only a single
surface state is observed, the surface chromium atoms that are responsible for
this peak are most likely in a 2 + state. 2 + and 5 + are the only configurations
where only one d-d excitation exists, and that the surface chromium ions are
in a 5+ oxidation state is rather unlikely because of the reduced number of
neighbouring oxygen atoms at the surface as compared to the chromium bulk
atoms which are in a 3+ oxidation state. The energetic position of this loss
also points towards a 2+ oxidation state because for compounds containing
Cr2+ ions the energy needed for the d-d excitation [37] is near to the 1.2 eV
observed in our ELS spectra. Upon adsorption of oxygen, the peak at 1.2 eV
excitation energy disappears. The straightforward explanation is that with oxygen adsorption the CP is oxidized to C? + and the oxygen molecule is reduced.
Additional information is supplied by the HREEL spectra shown in Fig.
4. The spectrum at the bottom is that of a clean, freshly flashed Cr,O, (111)
surface. This spectrum exhibits strong losses due to the optical phonons of the
oxide. Adsorption of oxygen at T=lOO K leads to an additional loss at 967
cm-’ which shifts to 1003 cm-’ upon annealing to T=550 K. An indication
of a loss is found at about 1507 cm-‘, independent of temperature. The energy
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Fig. 4. Vibronic excitations as measured via electron energy loss spectra of clean and oxygen covered Crz03( 111) surfaces.

of the latter loss is near to the vibrational energy of uncharged molecular 02,
which is about 1555 cm-l in the gas phase [l] so that this loss could in principle be attributed to molecularly adsorbed oxygen. However, it seems rather
unlikely that molecular oxygen exists on the surface even at 550 K so that at
least for the spectrum taken at 550 K this assignment is somewhat doubtful.
In this context a more.probable explanation is that this loss is split off from
the neighbouring oxide phonon loss by the interaction of the chromium oxide
with the adsorbed oxygen.
The remaining losses at about 1000 cm-l in the HREELS data could either
be attributed to the localized vibration of 02- ions versus a chromium ion
[ 1,38,39] or to the O-O vibration of molecular 0; [ 11. The shift of the loss at
967 cm-’ (T=lOO K) to 1003 cm-’ (T=550 K) indicates that something
must happen on the surface between T= 100 K and T= 550 K. As revealed by
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a series of HREEL spectra taken at different temperatures between 100 K and
550 K (not shown here) this shift occurs at about T= 200 K. With TDS, at
around T= 200 K, we observe desorption signals of molecular oxygen, mass 32,
so that the shift in the HREEL spectra is most likely connected with these
signals. It is not unlikely that this band is due to Cr=O double bonds as judged
by similar vibrational frequencies (990,lOOO cm-‘) in GO&l [40]. Once these
Cr=O bonds are formed on the surface the system is rather unreactive towards
further adsorbates.
A more detailed picture of the adsorptive behaviour has been gained for
CO adsorption. The ELS spectrum after CO adsorption still shows CP on
the surface. Fig. 5 shows photoelectron spectra of the (,/3x J3)R30”
CO
structure recorded in the so-called forbidden and allowed geometries [41,42]
as indicated in the figure in comparison with a normal emission spectrum of a
physisorbed monolayer CO on Ag ( 111) [ 43 1.
There are two CO induced features visible in the spectra of the CO adsorbate on Cr,O,( 111); one at 17.5 eV and a slightly asymmetric one at 20.2 eV.
The COa valence emission should be intense at the photon energy the spectra
have been taken with, i.e., 36 eV, whereas the lx emission should be rather
weak. Thus we identify the two CO induced features as the a-ion states of
molecularly adsorbed CO. The electronic binding energies of CO on Cr,O, ( 111)
are several eV larger than those of the CO physisorbate on Ag ( 111) . This also
holds for CO adsorbates on other metals (see for instance refs. [43-45]), indicating that the substrate-CO interaction on Cr;O, (111) is appreciably different from that on metals.
Obviously, there is no significant difference in the spectra of CO/
Crz03 ( 111) for the two collection geometries in Fig. 5. If the CO molecular axis
were oriented perpendicular to the surface, the symmetry selection rules would
require the o-ion states to disappear in the forbidden geometry, and only the
ion states of x-symmetry should show up. Since both a-ion states of CO are
observed with comparable intensities in both geometries, we conclude that the
CO axis is strongly inclined with respect to the surface normal.
More detailed information on the orientation of the molecular axis can be
deduced from Fig. 6, where a set of photoelectron spectra taken with a constant
angle, i.e. 90’) between the directions of light incidence and electron detection
is shown. From Fig. 6 it is obvious that the a-ion states exhibit the highest
intensities for near normal light incidence and near grazing electron emission,
whereas at grazing light incidence these features are strongly attenuated, in
marked contrast to CO adsorbed standing up on most metal surfaces. Since at
a photon energy of 36 eV the Q states emit with highest intensity if the polarization direction and the direction of electron detection both coincide with the
CO molecular axis, this behaviour is only compatible with an orientation of
the molecular axis approximately parallel to the surface.
In the inset of Fig. 6 we compare the emission intensities of the COO valence states as a function of photon energy for two different experimental ge-
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Fig. 5. Photoelectron spectra of CO (,/3 x ,/3 )R30 ’ /Cr203 ( 111) taken in the allowed and forbidden geometries, in comparison to the CO/Ag( 111) system.

ometries. The data shown in the upper panel were taken at a light incidence
angle of 20” with respect to the surface normal, collecting the electrons 70” off
normal whereas the data in the lower panel were taken at normal electron
emission and near grazing light incidence (a = 80 ’ ) . Obviously a strong o shape
resonance is observed only for grazing electron detection, again clearly indicating that the CO molecules must be strongly tilted.
The same conclusion about the molecular geometry must be drawn from
the analysis of our NEXAFS (near edge X-ray absorption fine structure) data
[ 291. These data show that the intensity of the z-resonance varies only slightly
as a function of the light incidence angle as expected for CO molecules lying
flat on the surface since one 271component is oriented parallel to the surface
whereas the other one protrudes from the surface. A quantitative estimation
of the tilting angle was not possible from our NEXAFS data since the a resonance was so weak that its intensity only could be evaluated with very large
error bars.
From the data discussed so far a quantitative evaluation of the tilting angle was not possible but tentatively we estimate this angle to be greater than
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Fig. 6. Photoelectron spectra at various detection geometries. The inset shows the variation of the
peak intensities with photon energy.

70”. An obvious question is: where are the la orbitals? For flat-lying CO molecules the lw levels are expected to split into two components, lx,, and lx*,
the first one oriented parallel to the surface and the other oriented perpendicular to the surface. Whereas the lxXY emission might be obscured by the o
emissions because this level should be intense at grazing emission angles like
the o orbitals, the lx= should be intense at normal emission where the o emission is weak. As can be seen from Fig. 6 the 50 emission is nearly totally suppressed at near normal electron emission so that the lx, level is most likely
not situated near to the 5a level as is the case for the lx levels of CO adsorbed
on most metals. One might suppose that the lx* level is located somewhere in
the region of the substrate bands but since the llr, orbital will interact strongly
with these bands it will most likely be shifted to higher binding energy because
the substrate levels are energetically located above the 17t
levels. In this light
it is rather unlikely that the lx levels are located somewhere in the region of
the oxide emission.
Whereas the 5aemission is nearly totally suppressed at near normal emission a broad feature remains in the region of the 4a between 19 and 22 eV (Fig.
6). Since the 4a and the 5a emission intensity should behave similarly, it is
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tempting to attribute the remaining emission between 19 eV and 22 eV to the
lx, level. Another possible assignment would be that this feature is due to a o
shake up state. However, we consider this to be unlikely because such shake
up states should be intense at emission angles where the o main lines are also
intense, which is not the case.
Figure 7 compares the binding energies of the present spectra with data
reported in the literature [ 43-481. All binding energies are larger than the
corresponding values known from metal surfaces. They are even larger than
the gas phase values. This holds also for the Cls ionization which is found 0.7
eV below its gas phase value [ 491. The most interesting finding, however, is
the energetic position of the lx, level which in the present case is most likely
situated near to the 40 level, indicating a fundamentally different interaction
of the molecule with the surface as compared with all other cases observed so
far. We propose that the CO lone pairs (40 and 50) are bound to two different
Cr ions in the sense of two a-donor bonds which shift the crbinding energies
to higher values. If this is true then it is reasonable to assume that the lx levels
interact with both the Cr ions but in addition, and more importantly, with the
oxygen layer underneath the terminating Cr layer. This latter interaction between the closed shell 02- ions and CO must be one of repulsion. Since the
oxygen levels are situated at lower binding energies than the CO In levels, the
lx,, which is the one that strongly interacts with the 02- ions, is shifted towards higher binding energy and the interacting 02- levels are rearranged as
well. The shift of the 1% level is recognized in the data, while it is more difficult
to identify the effect on the oxygen levels. If we judge the observed shifts of CO
on Cr203(111) with respect to gaseous CO we find a shift of all CO levels to
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Fig. 8. Schematic representation of a (,/3x ,/3)R30”
combination of the experimental evidence.
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CO/&O3 (111) structure as deduced from

higher binding energies. The shift of the 5a level is larger than the one of the
4a level. This is very reasonable because it follows the individual polarizabilities of the levels involved. The interaction may be separated into the two bonding interactions, Cr-CO (50) and Cr-OC (4a), and into a repulsion 02-CO (lx) system, leading to a weakly chemisorptive CO-Cr,O, bond. The bonding of CO towards Cr203 (111) is completely different from the bonding of CO
to a metallic Cr surface. It is accidental that CO binds to metallic Cr in a flat
bonding geometry as well. The ion state binding energies as well as their sequence are clearly different from the situation on Cr203 (111) as may be seen
from the data collection in Fig. 7.
To conclude the discussion of bonding to oxide surfaces as opposed to
metal surfaces we note that as the availability of electrons for da-back donation declines, as is the case for metal ions in metal oxides, a primary driving
force for linear CO bonding is lost and it is not surprising that the molecule
assumes a flat lying bonding geometry.
A structure model of CO on the Cr-terminated patches of Cr203 (111) is
presented in Fig. 8 where we show a schematic representation of the CO covered surface. The (,/3 x ,/3 ) R30 o unit mesh is indicated. As suggested by the
intensity of the CO valence band emission the surface is most likely rather
densely covered with CO molecules as, for instance, is the case for CO on
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Fig. 9. HREELS spectra of (a) the clean Cr,OB( 111) surface, (b) the surface with ~2.2 monolayers (ML) of Na adsorbed on it, and the surface with (c ) 4 Langmuirs (L ) of D,O coadsorbed
and (d) 20 L of CO2 coadsorbed with ~2.2 ML of Na. Peaks at wave numbers of 416 and 708
cm-’ correspond to the excitation of the two primary Fuchs-Kliewer surface phonon modes characteristic of the Cr,O,( 111) surface. The FWHM of the elastic peak of the clean spectrum was
AE,, = 7 meV.

Ag( 111) or Nz on graphite [44], where the molecules are also lying flat on the
surface. A structure with one molecule per unit cell would contain only the
molecules on the corners of the (J3 xJ3)R30”
unit mesh. In case the unit
cell contains more than one molecule the other molecules have to be added.
The ordered structure is a clear indication that the adsorbate site cannot
be a defect site. We find that this has been confirmed also for another adsorbate
system on an oxide surface, i.e., NO on non-polar oxide surfaces such as the
NiO (100) surface [ 19-261.
In addition to CO adsorption we investigated the interaction of several
other molecules, e.g., NO, 02, COa, NOz, Hz0 and C,H, [ 501 with Cr,OB( 111).
In order to approach catalytic model systems we have studied metals deposited on oxide surfaces. Because alkali-metal promotors of metal oxide catalysts are well documented [ 51-521 it was near at hand to study alkali-metal
deposition on Crz03( 111) and the interaction of such composite systems with
molecules from the gas phase.
Since the catalytic activity of metal oxides is closely related to the charge
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Fig. 10. Intensity of the HREELS peak corresponding to the excitation of the 708 cm-’ surface
mode relative to that of the elastic peak as a function of Na overlayer coverage (line drawn to
guide the eye).

state of the surface atom [26-291, as demonstrated above, knowledge of the
electronic structure at the surface is fundamental to understanding the catalytic activity of these systems. By measuring the various physical properties of
the alkali-metal atoms, both before and after co-adsorption with molecular
species, information about charge-transfer mechanisms at oxide surfaces can
be learned.
HREELS spectra of (a) the clean Cr203 (111) surface, (b) the surface
with = 2.2 monolayers (ML) of Na adsorbed on it, and the surface with (c) 4
Langmuirs (L) of DzO coadsorbed and (d) 20 L of CO, coadsorbed with the
Na are shown in Fig. 9. The spectrum for the clean Cr,O, (111) surface exhibits
losses corresponding to the two primary F-K surface phonon modes characteristic of this surface at wave numbers of 416 cm-’ and 708 cm-l. Various
losses corresponding to multiple combinations of these losses are also detected
at higher energies. These results agree well with previous studies of single crystal Crz03 (111) surfaces [ 28,291. The HREELS spectrum for the -Na dosed
surface shows almost total attenuation of all of the surface phonon modes with
only the loss feature at 708 cm-l being visible. A measure of the relative intensity of the 708 cm-’ loss feature to that of the elastic peak as a function of Na
coverage is shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that this loss feature attenuates
with increasing Na coverage with near total attenuation by a coverage of x 2.2
ML. As seen in Fig. 9, coadsorption with either CO, or Hz0 returns the relative
intensity of the loss features to values approximately equal to those of the clean
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Fig. 11. ARUPS spectraof (a) the clean Crz03( 111) surface, (b) the surface with x 2.0 ML of Na
adsorbed on it, and the surface with (c ) 5 L of Hz0 coadsorbed and (d) 10 L of CO2 coadsorbed
with = 2.0 ML of Na where cyis the angle between the surface normal and the wave vector of the
incident light.

C&O, (111) surface. Vibrational losses from the coadsorbed species are also
resolved when these spectra are viewed with an expanded scale and will be
described in detail in a future publication.
ARUPS spectra of (a) the clean Cr,03 ( 111) surface, (b ) the surface with
x 2.0 ML of Na adsorbed on it, and the surface with (c) 5 L of Hz0 coadsorbed
and (d) 10 L of CO, coadsorbed with the Na are shown in Fig. 11. For the
spectrum from the clean Cr203 (111) surface, peaks centered at binding energies (I&,) of 3 eV and 8 eV are observed which correspond to emission from the
Cr 3d and 0 2p bands, respectively [ 27-291. Some emission from the Fermi
level is also observed for this spectra which we attribute to emission from the
substrate Cr( 110). At a Na coverage of ~2.0 ML, the valence band emission
from the Cr,O, is almost fully suppressed with a well developed Na 2p level
peak being observed at &=31 eV. As can be seen in Fig. 11, coadsorption of
either COPor Hz0 both result in significant broadening of the 2p emission from
a FWHM of z 0.75 eV to E 1.5 eV. The binding energies are also increased by
x 2 eV for the Hz0 and x 1.5 eV for the COz. The LW Auger transition and
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the plasmon loss features are totally or almost totally attenuated. Although
the cross-section for emission from the Na 3s level is very low at a photon
energy of 50 eV, some Fermi level emission is observed for the Na spectra
before coadsorption that is not observed after coadsorption. It is also noted
that there is no signature of a return of valence band emission from the CrzO,
substrate, which indicates that the coadsorbed species must form a somewhat
uniform overlayer. In other words, significant clustering of the Na upon coadsorption can be ruled out. From comparison of the valence band emission from
the Na/C02 coadsorbed spectrum with that from a previous coadsorption study
on Pd( 111) [ 531, we attribute the valence band features of the coadsorbed
system to emission primarily from Na,CO, with traces of emission from physisorbed CO, as indicated in Fig. 3. Comparison of the valence band emission
for the Na/H20 coadsorption spectrum with that of NaOH [54] and thick
films of ice [ 541 provides evidence that a mixture of these two species is present at the surface. A shoulder on the low binding energy side of the Na 2p level
emission for the Na/H,O spectrum lies at approximately the same energy as
that for the 2p emission from 2 ML Na without coadsorption, probably indicating that there is some unreacted Na remaining in the surface region as well.
The observation of emission from the Fermi level coupled with the existence of an LW Auger transition, plasmon losses and a Doniach-Sunjic line
shape for the 2p emission are considerable evidence that the Na overlayer at
~2.0 ML is in a metallic state on the Cr203 substrate. The almost complete
attenuation of the valence band emission from the Cr,O, substrate at this coverage implies relatively uniform layer by layer growth of the Na. The analysis
of the valence band emission after coadsorption which provide evidence for
compound formation indicates that the Na reacts strongly with the coadsorbates. The non-metallic nature of the coadsorbed overlayer is confirmed by the
lack of emission from the Fermi level and the observation that Auger and plasmon loss features are no longer present. Since the electronic state of adsorbed
alkali-metal atoms is not only of great interest for understanding catalytic
processes but also for a general understanding of the development of the metallic state of matter, the ability to measure overlayer metallization by observing the degree of attenuation of Fuchs-Kliewer modes with HREELS can provide new insight into the metallization process on oxide substrates.
y-A1203(lll) surface
As an example for a non-transition metal oxide we have investigated A&OS.
Aluminium oxide is the prototype of a support material and particularly interesting in this respect. An Al,O, layer with a quasihexagonal oxygen layer as
the terminating surface can be grown by oxidation on a NiAl(ll0) alloy surface. The oxide layer is very thin, i.e., it exhibits a thickness of about 5 A as
revealed by XPS and AES. The structure of this film has been studied by various techniques including scanning tunneling microscopy, LEED, EELS and
ARUPS [31,32].
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Fig. 12. CCT from partly oxidized NiAl( 110) obtained with sample bias voltage, .!J=4 V and
tunneling current, I= 2 nA. The size of the measured surface area is 50 x 50 nm2. The CCT is a
three-dimensional representation, which is illuminated by artificial light sources. The dark band
in the upper part of the image corresponds to a monoatomic step of NiAl( 110) with a height of
0.2 nm (the right hand terrace is the higher one).

The use of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) for the measurement
of non-conducting surfaces under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions is
normally not possible. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) might then be more
adequate but the attainment of atomic resolution in AFM is presently restricted to ideal surfaces, e.g., cleaved LiF [56] or to layered systems, such as
graphite [Vi’]. Moreover, in the case of studies of the growth mode of an oxide
film on a metal surface due to superior resolution of STM more details on the
influence of the metallic substrate surface, e.g., on its atomic structure, can be
obtained with STM and, in addition, information on the electronic states of
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Fig. 13. Measured k, dispersions of a y-A&O, (111) surface. Compared with the experimental data
is the result of a tight binding band structure calculation of a two dimensional 02- layer (see
text).

the oxide film from I-U characteristics, where the tunneling current I is measured against the sample bias voltage U. We have therefore utilized STM to
study the clean surface of NiAl(ll0) and its oxidation. In Fig. 12 we reproduce
an STM image (constant current topography, CCT), which provides an overview of the general growth mode of the Al oxide layer and its orientation on
the NiAl(ll0)
substrate. The preparation used in the present case does not
yet produce saturation coverage of the oxide layer but already shows the characteristic LEED spots corresponding to an epitaxial Al oxide film. About half
of the surface area extending from the left bottom corner of the CCT is covered
with a structure showing a distinct pattern of lines with a separation of 1.05
nm. This part of the surface corresponds to the grown Al oxide film. The direction of the lines is inclined by 15’ against the [ 1001 -like symmetry directions of the substrate, which are weakly visible on the monitor of the computer
workstation by the arrangement of atomic features (mainly the Al atoms) on
some parts of the surface not yet covered by the oxide film. Since the highsymmetry directions are hardly visible on the reproduction of the CCT, we
have indicated the [ 1001 direction by the solid line in the right upper part of
the CCT. The oxide layer is completely flat and obviously exhibits two-dimensional growth mode. An interesting observation is that the step height between
the clean (right top comer) and oxide covered part (left bottom corner) of the
surface is extremely dependent on the sample bias voltage U. While for small
U (some tenths of a volt or lower) the step height is 0 nm, for U= 4 V (see Fig.
1) a step height of 0.3 nm is found, which is explained by additional contributions of tunneling electrons from the electronic states of Al oxide. In case of
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Fig. 14. EEL spectra of differentoxides [19,32,66-68].
small sample bias voltages electronic states in the oxide layer cannot take part
in the tunneling process and only the metallic electrons of the substrate determine the tunneling current. It is surprising, on the other hand, that characteristic atomic structures of the oxide film remain visible in addition to the pattern of the substrate when using these smaller values of U (not shown here).
The interpretation of the latter type of CCTs is not straightforward, however,
since the image essentially reflects the spatial variation of the local tunnel
barrier of the oxide film on the metal substrate.
LEED indicates a well ordered structure with a large unit cell in real space
[31]. ISS measurements show that the oxide surface is oxygen terminated
[58]. The analysis of the intensity distribution of the LEED spots points to a
hexagonal or quasihexagonal arrangement of oxygen atoms in the terminating
layer. This conclusion is corroborated by ARUPS measurements of the oxide
band structure dispersion parallel to the surface. The experimental dispersion
curves are shown in Fig. 13 [59] together with a computer simulation for a
distorted hexagonal oxygen 2p band structure. The oxygen-oxygen distance in
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at T=35 K in

the quasihexagonal oxygen layer is about 6% larger compared with the bulk
A1203 [60-65] but this is compatible with the limited thickness of the film.
The dispersions have been measured with respect to the two azimuths (110,
100) of the NiAl substrate and these are not high symmetry directions with
respect to the oxide brillouin zone. The calculations, which are described in
detail elsewhere [ 591, reproduce the basic features of the band structure except
for the two dispersions at the top and the bottom of the oxide band. These we
assign to aluminium derived contributions indicating the aluminium-oxygen
hybridization. What are the aluminium sites in the oxide? We believe from our
HREELS data [ 19,32,66-681 that this oxide film is related to a (lll)y-Al,O,
surface as revealed by Fig. 14. In this figure a comparison of HREEL spectra
of different substrates is shown. While the spectrum of the thin film does not
correlate with NiO or with (Y-A~~O~,
it is similar to a thin A1203layer grown on
an Al single crystal surface. At the bottom a spectrum calculated for y-AIPOsis
shown and compared with the data. The similarity is striking and becomes
even stronger if we take into account that the film from which the spectrum
was recorded was prepared by using laO. Therefore our conclusion so far is that
by oxidation we grow a distorted y-A120, (111) surface on the NiAl(ll0) alloy
surface.
Most molecules interact with the y-A1203(111) surface rather weakly. As
an example we show in Fig. 15 the ELS spectra of CO physisorbed on A1203
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Fig. 16. EEL spectra of a 3~ state of CO on AI,O,/NiAl( 110) for different coverages. We have
fitted vibrational progressions to the experimental data. The inset shows TPD spectra.

taken at 35 K [ 59,321. The ELS spectra of the multilayer system show a rather
pronounced vibrational resolution of the electronically excited states. Comparison with gas phase spectra [69] shows a rather close correspondence. It is
interesting to note that in the monolayer regime the line widths of the vibrational components increase and the bands shift to higher excitation energy
which is demonstrated in Fig. 16 for the a% excitation of CO [ 321. There are
various CO states identifiable via their line positions and line widths in ELS
and their TDS spectra (see the inset in Fig. 16). On the basis of such results
we can estimate the pressure required to create a coverage similar to the low
temperature situation at higher temperature. In Fig. 17 the temperature pressure relation for CO species A and B [ 591, giving rise to the correspondingly
marked features in the TPD spectra is shown. Coverages and adsorption enthalphies were chosen as given in the figure. In order to create a coverage of
0=0.1 at 506 K we required for species A a pressure of 1.03 bar and for species
B 2.89 bar.
The next steps towards a closer approach of model catalysts is to deposit
metals on the A1203 surface [ 70,711. One important point is the structural
characterization of such a composite system. Therefore a systematic study of
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Fig. 18. CCT of an A&O3 surface covered by l/3 of a monolayer of Ag.
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The Pt coverage (&) is given in monolayers as calibrated using a quartz balance. The metal was
deposited at room temperature. CO was adsorbed at 100 K.

the growth mode of metal deposits on the A&O3 thin film surface has been
started. The instrumentation used in the present measurements has been described elsewhere [72]. In Fig. 18 a CCT is displayed, where a l/3 monolayer
of Ag has been deposited by means of an effusion cell on to a completely oxidized NiAl(ll0) surface which was at room temperature. The Ag atoms condense as three-dimensional clusters with a height of l-l.5 nm and a typical
width of nearly 10 nm. These clusters are easily recognized on the surface. Note
that the small protrusions also visible on the terraces are always found on clean
and oxidized NiAl surfaces, they correspond to segregated impurities. The Ag
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Fig.20. HREELS spectraof CO onPt/y-Al,O,(111)/NiAl(110).
(a) cleansurface, (b) 0.3 monolayers of Pt deposited at 300 K and adsorption of 60 L CO at 90 K. (c) After heating to 800 K.

clusters are not spread uniformly over the sample but are concentrated along
step edges, where they grow on both the upper and the lower terraces. We have
to mention that the growth mode of Ag on clean NiAl(ll0)
is completely different. In the latter case we observed a layer-by-layer growth mode. For partly
oxidized surfaces the Ag deposit is only found on the metallic sites. This means
that the interaction between the Ag deposit and the oxide film must be rather
weak.
In addition to the study of Ag deposits we have started to investigate Pt
deposits on the same substrate as well [ 70,711.
We have applied a variety of
methods, such as ARUPS, HREELS, ELS, XPS and TPD, to study these ultra
thin films. Here we briefly mention a series of TPD and corresponding
HREELS results for CO adsorption on ultra thin Pt films of varying coverage.
Figure 19 shows CO spectra which develop from low Pt coverages to high Pt
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coverages into a typical TPD signal exhibited by a stepped Pt surface [ 73,741.
The CO TPD spectra of low coverage Pt films, which are shown in a separate
panel on an expanded intensity scale, reveal in addition to the peak between
350 < T/K < 500 a low temperature feature, which is probably caused by the
interaction of CO with the A1203 film. It is not clear at present whether this is
relevant in the observed tendency for CO dissociation.
Figure 20 shows HREELS spectra of a film of intermediate metal coverage
(0.3 ML). There are two results we would like to emphasize. Firstly, similar to
the situation encountered for the Na/Cr,O, (111) system the A1,03 phonons
between 350 cm- ’ and 1000 cm-’ are strongly attenuated relative to the elastic
peak and the features are washed out. Secondly, in the region of the CO stretch
frequencies we only find a single broad feature which is compatible with ontop bonding [ 73,741. It is interesting to note that while the phonon features
regain structure upon annealing the surface, the CO stretching frequency is
not affected. A more detailed study of the concomitant structural changes are
in progress [ 70,711 and may, when extended to even lower Pt coverage, reveal
some mechanistic aspects of how CO dissociation takes place on these complex
systems.

Conclusions
We have compared the adsorption behaviour of a reactive transition metal
oxide, i.e., Cr203( ill), with a non-reactive simple metal oxide, i.e., Al,O,( 111).
The electron spectroscopic measurements indicate that for Cr203(111) the
chromium ions in the surface are in a different oxidation state (CY+ ) as compared with the bulk (CP+ ) . The distribution in the surface is not homogenous
because the surface consists of oxygen and chromium terminated patches. Only
the Cr-terminated patches contain Cr2+ ions which are oxidized to Cr3+ upon
adsorption of various molecules, such as 02, NO2 and CO,. Other molecules do
not oxidize the surface but assume interesting adsorption geometries. CO lies
flat on the Cr-terminated patches of the Cr203 [ 141 surface.
The simple metal oxide surface of ~-Al203 (111) in contrast is rather inert
with respect to the adsorption of molecules. CO, 0, and several other molecules
physisorb on the basically oxygen terminated Al203 surface. The energy dissipation into the substrate upon excitation is strongly reduced as compared
with metal surfaces. This leads to the possibility of observing vibrationally
resolved electronic ELS spectra.
Modification of the oxide surfaces with alkali ( Cr203) or transition metal
( Al,O,) has a strong influence on the vibrational spectra of the oxide surface.
The phonons are strongly attenuated indicating the metallization of the oxide
surface. It is interesting to study the structure of such films with STM and
observe the clustering of metals on surfaces. Also the chemical reactivity of
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the oxide surfaces is modified upon metallization and two examples are briefly
discussed.
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